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Accuracy Word identification accuracy refers to correct reading of a word through 
decoding or recognition of a word by means of sight memory. In the 
Wilson Reading System® (WRS), students are instructed at each substep 
until they achieve accuracy then automaticity and fluency. Students are 
discouraged from guessing and use learned strategies to accurately 
read words in isolation, sentences and passages. Pacing and progressing 
guidelines with a charting method to record accuracy are described in 
the WRS Instructor Manual.

Automaticity Single-word reading automaticity is based on (1) the number of words 
that a student can quickly recognize by sight and (2) the fluency with 
which they can read decodable words that are unfamiliar. Automaticity 
should be achieved at each substep.

Base Element A word element, the part of a base word that has the most important part 
of the word’s meaning. Students will study common Latin-base elements 
in WRS Steps 1-6 and Greek-base elements in WRS Steps 7-12.

Base Word A word that can stand alone as a word or have something added to it.
For example, in the word rented, rent is the base word.

Blend
(examples: bl, st, str)

Two or more consecutive consonants with separate sounds.

Bonus Letters A term used to describe the extra f, l, s, and sometimes z needed to cor-
rectly spell words like puff, hill, miss and jazz. If a one-syllable word 
ends in a short vowel immediately followed by the consonant f, l, or s, 
double that consonant. 

Buddy Letter The letter q does not go anywhere without its buddy, u. The u in this 
situation does not make a vowel sound. These two letters are presented 
together on one Letter-Sound Card and one magnetic letter tile.

Chameleon Prefixes Some prefixes change to match the last letter of the prefix to the first let-
ter in the Latin base. For example, the prefix con- can change to col- as in 
the word collect. Students will read words with chameleon prefixes be-
ginning in Step 3. Words with chameleon prefixes will be used for spelling 
only if both the prefix and Latin base have been directly taught. These will 
be taught in more detail in Step 12 and are one of the reasons consonants 
might be doubled in a word.

Comprehension S.O.STM See Wilson Comprehension SOS.

Consonant
(examples: b, p, t)

Consonants are letters whose sound is produced by obstructing the flow 
of air.

Consonant Digraph
(examples: sh, ch)

Two consonants together that form one sound. In Wilson, these are 
tapped with one finger.
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Controlled Text Sentences or passages in which 95%-100% of the words have been 
directly taught either through word structure or by memory as a high 
frequency word at the given WRS Step. The Wilson Reading System 
provides controlled text to match the instruction given to a student. 
Controlled text provides a student with ample opportunity to practice the 
skills they have learned and helps to break the guessing habit.

Cumulative The Wilson Reading System is a cumulative program. Previously taught 
skills are brought forward, new skills build upon previously taught ones, 
and ample opportunities for repetition and review are provided through-
out each WRS lesson. 

Decoding Reading

Dictation Book (WRS) This teacher resource contains lists of controlled sounds, word elements, 
high frequency words, phonetically regular words, phrases and sentences 
for lesson planning.

Digraph Blend
(examples: shr, thr)

A consonant digraph (sh, th, etc.) with another consonant making a sep-
arate sound.

Diphthong
(examples: oi, ou)

A single speech sound that begins with one vowel sound and moves to 
another in the same syllable.

Dyslexia Wilson Language Training uses the following definition of dyslexia:

International Dyslexia Association Dyslexia is a specific learning disability that is neurobiological in origin. 
It is characterized by difficulties with accurate and/or fluent word 
recognition and by poor spelling and decoding abilities. These difficulties 
typically result from a deficit in the phonological component of language 
that is often unexpected in relation to other cognitive abilities and the 
provision of effective classroom instruction. Secondary consequences 
may include problems in reading comprehension and reduced reading 
experience that can impede growth of vocabulary and background 
knowledge.

Encoding Spelling

End-of-Step Assessment (WRS) A formative and summative assessment used to determine a student’s 
mastery and understanding of concepts taught and identify any 
specific areas that need further instruction. An end-of-step assessment 
is administered during two consecutive lessons at the end of each WRS 
Step. The WADE is administered at the end of a school year or at the end 
of WRS instruction.    
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Enriched Text High-quality narrative or informational text written either at a student’s 
grade level, or that is age-appropriate yet at a higher level than the 
student can independently decode. It needs to be provided through 
read-alouds, audio books, or technology-assisted reading programs 
until the student can independently silently read grade-level texts, the 
ultimate goal. The purpose  of listening to enriched text is to become 
familiar with the vocabulary and text structure of authentic literature and 
informational texts and to increase a student’s background knowledge.

Exceptions For Wilson teachers, this term is used exclusively when referring to sylla-
ble types in the Wilson Reading System. Each syllable type has  exceptions 
– sounds that do not follow the rule for that syllable type. For example, 
the closed syllable exceptions are old, ost, olt, ind, and ild  because the 
vowel sound is long rather than short. 

Fluency Reading connected text with reasonable accuracy at an appropriate rate, 
with suitable expression that leads to accurate and deep comprehension. 

Glued Sounds Optional  terminology used with younger students.  See Welded Sounds. 

Grapheme
(examples: ph, f)

Written form of a phoneme. The letter or letters representing one sound. 
The phoneme /f/ is represented by two graphemes: f and ph.

High Frequency Words
(example: what, of, her)

The most frequently appearing words in written text. Some are untaught 
phonetically regular words, but many are phonetically irregular. 
Automatically being able to read and spell these words helps with 
fluent reading and writing. Students are taught these words through 
memorization. A list of high frequency words taught in WRS can be found 
in the Appendix of the Instructor Manual.

Incremental A step-by-step approach to instruction that is necessary for students to 
internalize what is being taught. Information and concepts are presented 
in gradually.

Instructor Manuals (WRS) The WRS Instructor Manuals (Steps 1-6 and Steps 7-12) provide content 
incorporating the “what, how, and why” of Wilson instruction. Each vol-
ume includes the following sections: Introduction, specific WRS Step/
Substep information for WRS Lesson Parts 1-8, WRS Block 3 Guide for  the 
fluency and comprehension work done in WRS Lesson Parts 9-10, and 
Appendix.

Keyword
(example: m - man - /m/)

A word that contains a sound made by a grapheme. The keyword is used 
to help students link the letter(s) and the sound. 

Letter-Sound Cards (WRS) Color-coded cards used to drills sounds and directly teach word structure 
by manipulating word parts. Keywords are listed by substep on the back 
of each card.
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Letter Tiles and Magnetic Journal (WRS) The magnetic board and letter tiles allow students to practice the ma-
nipulation of  word parts for spelling activities in preparation for written 
work. The tiles are color-coded to match the WRS Letter-Sound Cards.

Marking WRS has a standardized system of identifying concepts in words. For 
example, marking up the word ch e s t  might include underlining the 
consonant digraph with one line (one sound) and the two letters of the 
blend with two separate lines (two sounds). Students demonstrate their 
cognitive understanding of word structure.

Metacognition The ability to know, understand, and explain what you are doing and why. 
For example, if a student corrects an error, they should explain what they 
did to decode the word and how they know.

Morpheme Smallest unit of meaning. For example, the word predict has two 
morphemes: “pre” and “dict,” and each part holds meaning.

Multisensory Instruction WRS lessons are interactive with instruction provided through the use of
more than one sense. Skills and concepts are taught and  reinforced 
through visual, auditory, kinesthetic, and tactile senses.

Nonsense Words
(examples: pesh, chim, zat)

Non-words/syllables that have no meaning but conform to English spell-
ing patterns and rules. 

Orthography The study of the rules that govern the English language.

Orton-Gillingham An instructional approach intended primarily for use with individuals who 
have difficulty with reading, spelling, and writing of the sort associated 
with dyslexia. It was developed by Dr. Samuel T. Orton and educator Anna 
Gillingham. This methodology utilizes phonetics and emphasizes visual, 
auditory and kinesthetic learning styles. Instruction focuses on the struc-
ture of language and provides students with immediate feedback and a 
logical sequence of skills that integrates reading, writing, and spelling. Wil-
son programs are based on these principles. See Structured Literacy.

Penciling Penciling is used to help maintain focus whenever a student reads 
wordlists, sentences, or passages. The student should track the sentence 
with the point of a pencil or retractable ball-point pen or their fingertip. 
Sentences can be scooped in phrases to assist with fluency. Initially, this 
should be modeled by the teacher and then imitated by the student.

Phoneme
(examples: /f/, /sh/)

A phoneme is the smallest unit of sound. The sound /sh/ cannot be 
further broken down.

Phonemic Awareness The ability to hear, identify and manipulate phonemes in spoken words or
syllables. WRS instruction includes phonemic awareness throughout the 
program with a strong emphasis in Steps 1 and 2.
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Phonological Awareness Awareness that sentences are made up of words, words are made up of
syllables, and syllables are made up of separate sounds. This is auditory 
awareness, what one hears when he or she listens to someone speak.

Phonology The study of sounds within a specific environment (position in a word, 
surrounding letters, vowel sounds, types of syllables).

Prefix An affix attached to the beginning of a word or word element. For exam-
ple, in the word reopen, re- is the prefix. A prefix has meaning.

Prosody The rhythmic and tonal aspects of spoken language. Prosodic reading 
involves chunking groups of words into meaningful phrases according to 
syntax.

Pseudo-Words See Nonsense Words.

Questioning / Weaving Questioning techniques are used throughout each lesson for skill
reinforcement and error correction. Teachers weave questions targeting 
review concepts as well as the current concepts to create success- 
oriented lessons.

Quick Drill (WRS) See Sounds Quick Drill.

Quick Drill in Reverse (WRS) A “Quick Drill in Reverse” is also done in a WRS lesson to establish a quick
and automatic association with sounds to letter(s) for spelling. The teach-
er says a sound and the student identifies the corresponding Letter Tile(s).

Readable Text Non-controlled readable text passages contain up to 20% of sounds and 
word patterns not yet taught or not yet mastered by the student. The 
student can read the passage with at least 80-90% accuracy. These texts 
are used with students interactively as soon as they have established the 
necessary foundational skills for both decoding and comprehension.

Rules Notebook (WRS) The Rules Notebook provides teachers with a handy reference tool for the
basic rules that govern the English language. For each rule, a reference is 
provided noting the WRS Substep where it is introduced.

Schwa
(example: the o in pilot)

Schwa is not a phoneme but a phonetic variant or reduced vowel. The 
schwa pronunciation is most like the sound of short u or i but not equal 
to them. Schwa is introduced in Step 3 of WRS.
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Scooping In WRS, students are instructed to underline or “scoop” syllables in multi- 
syllabic words. Students use their finger or writing instrument to scoop 
left to right when reading words like catnip or public, dividing the 
words into syllables so they can accurately read them.

catnip        public

Scooping is also used when reading sentences and passages to chunk 
groups of words into meaningful phrases. This provides a graphical repre-
sentation of phrasing for meaning that offers fluency and comprehension 
support. See Penciling.

Sight Word See High Frequency Word.

Sounds Quick Drill (WRS) Each WRS lesson begins with a quick drill of the phonemes with the 
teacher showing a Letter-Sound Card and the student naming the 
letter(s) and corresponding sound(s) to establish a quick and automatic 
naming of letters and production of sounds for decoding. Keywords are 
always used with vowels and with other sounds as needed.

Sky Writing A term used to describe a gross motor memory exercise to teach high 
frequency words that need to be memorized. A student extends their arm 
(elbow straight) with two fingers pointed .The student looks at the word 
or visualizes the word in his mind as he says the word and orally spells it 
while making letters in the air. The student can pretend to write the word 
with purple or red paint coming from his fingers. He can write graffiti (in 
his mind) on the wall in large letters.

Sound Tapping (WRS) A multisensory approach, with tactile input through the fingertips, to 
assist students with phoneme blending and segmenting. Finger tapping 
is used for analyzing spoken words into phonemes for spelling and is also 
used for blending sounds for reading. Students are taught to say sounds 
separately, then blend them together. Students tap thumb to finger for 
each sound while saying the sound. For example, for the word map, use 
index finger to thumb for /m/, middle finger to thumb for /a/, and ring 
finger to thumb for /p/. Students then blend the sounds and name the 
word. Tapping always represents the number of sounds. 

The words map and mash would each get three taps.

Structured Literacy An umbrella term used by the International Dyslexia Association (IDA) to 
unify and encompass evidence-based programs and approaches that are 
aligned to the Knowledge and Practice Standards and are effective for 
students identified with language-based learning disabilities and dyslexia.    

Student Portfolio (WRS) Includes the WRS Student Notebook, tabbed dividers for vocabulary 
word entries, the Student Dictation Notebook, and the My Step Progress 
Booklet. The Student Notebook is a reference to be used at any time and 
includes five sections: Sounds, Syllables, Word Elements, Spelling Rules, 
and High Frequency  Words.
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Student Reader (WRS) There are 12 Student Readers provided in the Wilson Reading System
materials. Each Reader contains wordlists, sentences, and passages to 
provide students with extensive practice opportunities with controlled 
text. AB, A level and B level vocabulary are found in each Student Reader.

Suffix An affix attached to the end of a word. There are two kinds of suffixes: 
vowel and consonant. For example -less is a consonant suffix and -ed is 
a vowel suffix. In the word rented, -ed is the suffix. Sometimes a suffix 
conveys meaning (hopeless vs. hopeful). Most often the suffix affects 
the part of speech (depending vs. dependable).

Syllable
(examples: catnip napkin,  
punish, ethnic)

A part of a word that can be pushed out in one breath. Every syllable 
must have a vowel in English. Students are taught to recognize that some 
words have more than one part (syllable).

Syllable Awareness Awareness that words can be made up of parts or syllables. Each syllable 
is a push of breath. For example, the word catnip has two syllables.

Syllable Cards (WRS) A selection of words segmented into syllables, with one syllable per card.

Syllable Division Rules WRS teaches specific Syllable Division Rules so students can accurately
decode and spell multisyllabic words. See the WRS Rules Notebook for the 
syllable division rules. Words are divided by scooping syllables rather than 
a slash between syllables.

catnip, not cat nip

Syllable Type WRS teaches word construction according to the six types of syllables 
found in English words. They are: Closed Syllable, Vowel-Consonant-e Syl-
lable, Open Syllable, Final Stable Syllable, R-Controlled Syllable, and Vowel 
Digraph/Diphthong “D” Syllable. See the WRS Rules Notebook for a full 
description of the six syllable types.

Tapping See Sound Tapping.

Trigraph
(examples: dge, tch)

Three letters that together form one sound

Troublespots
(examples: e / i confusion, b / d reversals)

Areas of difficulty for a particular student. For example, a student may 
have significant difficulty with a particular sound. Teachers work to 
develop and implement subsequent lessons to target that troublespot. 
The teacher should discuss this directly with the student so that they 
“owns their trouble spot” as an area that they are specifically working to 
improve.
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Visualization During passage reading, a student should create a picture in his/her 
mind while reading. Teachers use questions to get the image of the 
story in the student’s mind. If necessary, teachers go through the story 
sentence by sentence, helping to create a movie in the student’s mind. 
The student replays the movie and then retells the story in detail, linking 
the retelling of the passage to his mind’s visual image. During listening 
comprehension, the teacher reads to the student. The student should 
listen and transfer the words into a picture in his/her mind. The teacher 
can stop and use Comprehension S.O.S. strategies to help him get a 
picture in his mind before the student replays and retells.

Vocabulary Instruction Teachers target 2-3 words at each WRS substep to teach as new
vocabulary words. These words are added to the Student Portfolio and 
put on a Word Card. Teachers weave vocabulary discussion with targeted 
words whenever they appear in a lesson (see Vocabulary Level AB, A and 
B).These words are phonetically regular and include only concepts taught 
to the current substep.

Vocabulary Level AB, A and B (WRS) Substeps throughout the Wilson Reading System contain AB, A and B
Level vocabulary (see Student Readers and Dictation Book). AB words, 
sentences, and passages are meant to be used by all students. Most are 
drawn from 4,000 simple word families identified by the TextProject on 
their list of word zones and are considered to be core vocabulary.  A Level 
words, sentences, and passages are appropriate for elementary grade, 
ESL, and older students with limited vocabulary. B Level words, sentences, 
and passages are appropriate for students beyond the elementary grades 
with advanced vocabularies and include words from the Academic Word 
List and Middle School Vocabulary Lists. Some of the AB words also 
appear on the Academic Word Lists. 

Vowel
(examples: a, e, i, o, u - often y)

Vowels are letters whose voiced, “open-mouth” sounds are produced with 
air less restricted than consonants.

Vowel Digraph
(examples: ee, oo)

Two consecutive vowels with one sound.

WADE (WRS) Wilson Assessment of Decoding and Encoding. This assessment should 
be administered prior to instruction in the Wilson Reading System as a 
placement and pacing guide. Alternative forms are provided to use as 
benchmark assessments reporting on annual student learning outcomes 
in relation to progress through the WRS curriculum.  The WADE has the 
following sections: Sounds, Read-High Frequency Words, Read-Words, 
Read-Pseudo (Nonsense) Words, Spell-Words, Spell-High Frequency 
Words, and Spell-Sentence Dictation.

Welded Sounds
(examples: all, am, an, ang, onk)

These sounds are presented on green Letter-Sound Cards in the Wilson 
Reading System. Younger students can call them “glued sounds.” It is 
much easier to read and spell these sounds when they are welded or 
glued together rather than segmented. These are often referred to as 
word families because the sounds are altered slightly.
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Wilson Comprehension SOSTM SOS = Stop, Orient, Scaffold/Support

Whether you are reading to students or they are reading decodable 
text, Wilson uses a process we call Comprehension SOS. It includes 
reflective awareness and visualization, replaying and retelling. The 
teacher reads and intermittently stops and interacts to support the 
students’ understanding of the text. It is intended to guide students’ 
comprehension and to teach students through modeling and dis-
cussion. Teachers work with students pulling apart the text to gain 
understanding.

• Solicit students’ understanding and picturing of content.

• If scanty, discuss meaning/vocabulary as encountered in stu-
dent- friendly terms. Model thinking as needed.

• Create imagery, helping students to picture the story in their 
minds or to“make a movie.”

• Draw picture symbols as needed. Label with vocabulary

Wilson Language Training Mission 
Statement

To provide quality professional learning and ongoing support so that 
educators have the skills and tools they need to help their students 
become fluent and independent readers, who are ready to explore the 
endless possibilities the word of reading has to offer.

Wilson Language Training 
Websites

www.wilsonlanguage.com 
www.wilsonacademy.com

Wilson Reading System (WRS) A comprehensive, intensive (Tier 3) program for students in grades 2 and 
higher, including adults, with significant reading and writing challenges. 
The program is based on phonological-coding research and Orton-
Gillingham principles. See Structured Literacy. 

WRS Lesson Plan The standardized WRS Lesson Plan is comprised of ten parts. Parts 1-5 
(Block 1) focus on Word Study, Parts 6-8 (Block 2) focus on Spelling, and 
Parts 9 & 10 (Block 3) focus on Fluency and Comprehension. The Standard 
Lesson Plan can be found in the Appendix of the WRS Instructor Manual 
and the online resources in the Intensive Learning Community at Wilson 
Academy.

Word Awareness A person’s ability to hear and understand that sentences are made up of 
words.

Word Cards (WRS) Color-coded flashcards used for reading practice. They are numbered 
by substep for easy organization and quick review and include AB and B 
words. Nonsense words are provided when appropriate. Additional word 
cards can be printed using the interactive word card template in 4th Edi-
tion Resources located in the Intensive Learning Community at Wilson 
Academy.

Word Element Cards (WRS) A selection of taught prefix, suffix and base element cards.
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Wordlist Chart (WRS) This chart is completed in Part 4 of a WRS Lesson. The teacher records 
errors made while the student reads 15 words from a Student Reader 
Wordlist. The student colors in the chart and the teacher uses the chart 
as a guide for progression and diagnostic planning of future lessons. The 
chart can be found in the Appendix of the WRS Instructor Manual and 
in the online resources in the Intensive Learning Community at Wilson 
Academy.

Wordlists (WRS) Lists of phonetically regular words are found in the Student Readers. They 
are used to practice the application of concepts and assess a student’s 
accuracy of single word reading. AB, A, and B Level  wordlists are available 
by substep in each Student Reader. Nonsense wordlists are provided 
when appropriate.

Word Retrieval Students who have difficulty with the phonological coding layer of 
language often have difficulty with oral language in terms of their 
speaking in the area of “word retrieval“. This is one of the most common 
underlying characteristics of students who have decoding and spelling 
problems. They know what they want to say, but they cannot come up 
with the phonological code or the actual word. WRS teachers should 
avoid word retrieval questions such as, “What is this called?”


